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The articles [10], [5], [15], [6], [9], [11], [7], [17], [13], [1], [14], [16], [2], [4], [3], [12], and [8]
provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

In this paperF is a field andV1 is a strict vector space overF .
Let us considerF , V1. The functorL(V1) yields a strict bounded lattice and is defined as follows:

(Def. 1) L(V1) = 〈SubspacesV1,SubJoinV1,SubMeetV1〉.

Let us considerF , V1. Family of subspaces ofV1 is defined by:

(Def. 2) For every setx such thatx∈ it holdsx is a subspace ofV1.

Let us considerF , V1. Note that there exists a family of subspaces ofV1 which is non empty.
Let us considerF , V1. Then SubspacesV1 is a non empty family of subspaces ofV1. Let X be a

non empty family of subspaces ofV1. We see that the element ofX is a subspace ofV1.
Let us considerF , V1 and letx be an element of SubspacesV1. The functorx yields a subset of

V1 and is defined as follows:

(Def. 3) There exists a subspaceX of V1 such thatx = X andx = the carrier ofX.

Let us considerF , V1. The functorV1 yielding a function from SubspacesV1 into 2the carrier ofV1

is defined by:

(Def. 4) For every elementh of SubspacesV1 and for every subspaceH of V1 such thath = H holds
V1(h) = the carrier ofH.

The following propositions are true:

(1) For every strict vector spaceV1 overF and for every non empty subsetH of SubspacesV1

holdsV1
◦
H is non empty.

(2) For every strict vector spaceV1 overF and for every strict subspaceH of V1 holds 0(V1) ∈
V1(H).

Let us considerF , V1 and letG be a non empty subset of SubspacesV1. The functor
⋂

G yielding
a strict subspace ofV1 is defined as follows:

(Def. 5) The carrier of
⋂

G =
⋂

(V1
◦
G).

We now state several propositions:
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(3) SubspacesV1 = the carrier ofL(V1).

(4) The meet operation ofL(V1) = SubMeetV1.

(5) The join operation ofL(V1) = SubJoinV1.

(6) Let V1 be a strict vector space overF , p, q be elements ofL(V1), andH1, H2 be strict
subspaces ofV1. Supposep = H1 and q = H2. Then p v q if and only if the carrier of
H1 ⊆ the carrier ofH2.

(7) LetV1 be a strict vector space overF , p, q be elements ofL(V1), andH1, H2 be subspaces
of V1. If p = H1 andq = H2, thenptq = H1 +H2.

(8) LetV1 be a strict vector space overF , p, q be elements ofL(V1), andH1, H2 be subspaces
of V1. If p = H1 andq = H2, thenpuq = H1∩H2.

Let L be a non empty lattice structure. Let us observe thatL is complete if and only if the
condition (Def. 6) is satisfied.

(Def. 6) LetX be a subset ofL. Then there exists an elementa of L such thatav X and for every
elementb of L such thatbv X holdsbv a.

Next we state two propositions:

(9) For everyV1 holdsL(V1) is complete.

(10) Letx be a set,V1 be a strict vector space overF , andSbe a subset ofV1. If S is non empty
and linearly closed, then ifx∈ Lin(S), thenx∈ S.

Let F be a field, letA, B be strict vector spaces overF , and let f be a function from the carrier
of A into the carrier ofB. The functor FuncLatt( f ) yields a function from the carrier ofLA into the
carrier ofLB and is defined as follows:

(Def. 7) For every strict subspaceSof A and for every subsetB0 of B such thatB0 = f ◦(the carrier
of S) holds(FuncLatt( f ))(S) = Lin(B0).

Let L1, L2 be lattices. A function from the carrier ofL1 into the carrier ofL2 is said to be a lower
homomorphism betweenL1 andL2 if:

(Def. 8) For all elementsa, b of L1 holds it(aub) = it(a)u it(b).

Let L1, L2 be lattices. A function from the carrier ofL1 into the carrier ofL2 is said to be an
upper homomorphism betweenL1 andL2 if:

(Def. 9) For all elementsa, b of L1 holds it(atb) = it(a)t it(b).

The following propositions are true:

(11) LetL1, L2 be lattices andf be a function from the carrier ofL1 into the carrier ofL2. Then
f is a homomorphism fromL1 to L2 if and only if f is an upper homomorphism betweenL1

andL2 and a lower homomorphism betweenL1 andL2.

(12) LetF be a field,A, B be strict vector spaces overF , and f be a map fromA into B. If f is
linear, then FuncLatt( f ) is an upper homomorphism betweenLA andLB.

(13) LetF be a field,A, B be strict vector spaces overF , and f be a map fromA into B. Suppose
f is one-to-one and linear. Then FuncLatt( f ) is a homomorphism fromLA to LB.

(14) Let A, B be strict vector spaces overF and f be a map fromA into B. If f is linear and
one-to-one, then FuncLatt( f ) is one-to-one.

(15) For every strict vector spaceA overF holds FuncLatt(idthe carrier ofA) = idthe carrier ofLA.
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